FreshPoint and UNC Pembroke
UNC Pembroke (UNCP) is a Sodexo account with whom FreshPoint
Raleigh has built an ever-strengthening relationship around local
produce.
In 2016, UNCP was named a collaborator of the UFOODS project
(University Food Systems). This two-year program aimed to increase
local food entering university campuses in North Carolina. UNCP was
one of six target universities of the project.
FreshPoint Raleigh has built a strong local program with 40+ local
artisans and GAP certified farmers. We work with the farmers to plan
crops and availability, as well as educate new farmers on harvesting,
grading, and packaging. We provide marketing for the farms and assist
chefs in planning menus that incorporate local harvests.
UNCP Executive Chef Glenn Reynolds took advantage of FreshPoint
Raleigh’s local program, and he has propelled UNCP to be the leading
procurer of local foods among the UFOODS schools.
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How did we expand local purchases at UNCP?
 Monthly farmers’ markets
 New farm partnerships
 Farmer cooler

 Weekly local list
 Local reporting

Farmers’ Markets – The first step

 September 22, 2016 – Chef Glenn had talked with FreshPoint Raleigh’s Local and Organic

Specialist, Lauren Horning, about a fall farmers’ market. They planned a list of items and
Lauren attended the market day, along with sales rep, Joey Yarnell, and Multi Unit Accounts
Manager, Robin Gordon.
 UNCP bought the products and priced them. We provided baskets, farm bios, and set up the
display. We spoke with students and faculty about the farms and passed out samples of local
apple cider. Surprisingly, all of the honey and sweet potatoes quickly sold out, and there were
several requests for future farmers’ markets.

1st Farmers’ Market

Joey giving the last local
pumpkin to two very
excited faculty

Robin speaking with a
student about local green
bell peppers

UNCP faculty members curious
about the new farmers’ market beside
the dining hall

Farmers’ Markets

Markets – present and future
 Glenn plans what he will sell at his monthly

markets with Lauren via email or phone.
Lauren provides a list of what is available, her
crop suggestions, as well as farm bios of the
various farms being supported.
 Markets mainly occur during the school year.

Glenn does hold a few in the summer for
faculty to take advantage of local crops.

February 2017 farmers’ market

New Farm Partnerships
 Part of the UFOODS mission is to support

small farmers located near the target
universities.
 Two GAP certified farmers are located near

UNCP, both of which wanted to sell to the
university but didn’t know how.
 Chef Glenn sent the farmers’ contact

information to Lauren who set up both farms
as new vendors for FreshPoint Raleigh –
New Ground Farm and MG3 Farms
 In addition to selling their products to UNCP,

we offer the products to other customers
Farmer Roderick McMillan of MG3 Farms

MG3 Farms
 The farmer of MG3 Farms, Roderick

McMillan, is a special part of the UNCP
community because he graduated from
UNCP.
 In March 2016, Roderick’s family sold their

herd of cattle to pay for a 300ft greenhouse.
Chef Glenn met with Roderick and said he’d
buy hydroponic romaine year-round if he
could match the price of California romaine.
Roderick agreed.
 Lauren visited Roderick and talked with him

about successional planting so he could
harvest consistently. They also discussed
California packaging in a 36lb case and
pricing.
 In September 2017, Glenn began transitioning

away from California chopped romaine.
Lauren communicates with Glenn weekly to
let him know how many cases of local
romaine he’ll be receiving.

Farmer Cooler
 An investor and previous UNCP graduate

wanted to support local farmers and
suggested putting an 8ft by 8ft cooler near the
UNCP kitchen loading dock for farmers to
leave product to be backhauled. This would
prevent farmers from delivering to FreshPoint
Raleigh (2 hours north) and our drivers from
picking up at each farm.
 In September 2017, Lauren met with Chef

Glenn, Investor Fred Formichella, and
Thomas Hall, the Executive Director for the
Center for Entrepreneurship, to discuss the
feasibility of the endeavor.
 Plans are still underway for construction, but

if the cooler is a success, this may become a
model for other universities that want to
support local farmers.

Weekly Local List
 At the beginning of each week, Lauren works

with local growers to determine their
availability for the following week. On
Wednesdays, she e-mails a local list with crop
updates to about 300 chefs and buyers
interested in local products. Chef Glenn
receives this email and plans which crops to
purchase for the following week.
 By purchasing from a multitude of farms,

Glenn improves the UNCP percentage of local
purchases to non-local purchases. This
percentage allows him to participate in the
NC 10% campaign - a statewide movement
that encourages businesses and individuals to
purchase 10% of their food dollars on NC
grown foods.

Local Reporting
 Every few months, Glenn requests

a local purchase report. He
monitors his local percentage
throughout the year and sends
updates to UFOODS and NC 10%.
By comparing UNCP’s local purchases year
over year, we can track the increase:

 7/1/2015 – 6/30/2016: UNCP

purchased 6.16% of their products
from local growers.
 7/1/2016 – 6/30/2017: UNCP

purchased 6.30% from local
growers.
 7/1/2017 – 12/18/2017 – UNCP

purchased 14.75% from local
growers.
*And we’re only halfway through the year!*

Sharing the Success
 In November 2017, the director of the UFOODS project, Dr.

Rebecca Dunning, asked Glenn and Lauren to present together at
the NACUFS Southern Regional conference in Denton, Texas, in
March 2018.
 NACUFS is the National Association of College and University

Food Services. The conference aims to connect university chefs with
peers, vendors, and the newest culinary trends.
 The workshop proposal was submitted with the topic:

Dining and Distributor Collaboration for Authentic Local Sourcing

